
Predicting Numbers Makes Them NOT Hit 

 

I want to reveal something that I have noticed over many years and 

that was confirmed in the last two days: 

Predicting numbers publically makes them NOT hit. 

This is a metaphysical phenomenon. Somehow, putting the spotlight on 

hot numbers that are “supposed” to hit will make them not hit. Putting 

public attention on hot numbers that have a track record of hitting in 

the past will make them “run away” from you. This is not scientific and 

may be perceived as a foolish superstition, but I have to tell you: I have 

seen this happen over and over again in my many years of studying the 

game. Whenever you make a public declaration (“hey everybody! These 

numbers are hot and you should play them today because one of them 

will hit!) you are basically shooting yourself in the foot because you 

just “scared” those numbers away from you. They are not going to hit. 

If you are an experienced Pick 3 or Win 4 player you know exactly what 

I am talking about. What you should do instead is this:  

Play your numbers privately. Do not tell anybody what numbers you 

are playing. AFTER one of them hits, you can come out and tell 

everybody you won. You may even explain the workout or system you 

are using -  just don’t tell anybody ahead of time what numbers you 

will be playing because that by itself will make them not hit.  

This means that me posting publically the Pick 3 and Win 4 numbers for 

New York in the last two days has virtually guaranteed that those 

numbers will NOT hit – and that is exactly what happened; they did not 

hit. Therefore, I will be doing the opposite: I will point out when one of 

them hits – after the fact.  

 



This means that you will have to go to the programs yourself every 

night, enter the last 100 numbers, get the numbers, play them 

privately, and then see what happens the following day.  

This privacy is key to winning (I know; it seems silly and superstitious; 

but this is what works in the real world; you have to keep the numbers 

you play private).  

You see; hot numbers are SHY. They do not like attention put on them 

and when you do put attention on them, they run away. Let me put it 

to you this way: imagine you have a friend who is shy and you invite 

him to a party. Normally, he would not be found at a party but he goes 

only because he likes you and you invited him. Now let’s say that during 

the party you noticed that he is off in a corner somewhere (that is what 

shy people do; they avoid the spotlight). You then go up to him, hold 

him by the hand and “drag” him to the dance floor. Both of you start 

dancing in the middle of the dance floor. Now he is extremely 

uncomfortable; he does not like this public attention. Guess what he is 

going to do in 5 to 10 minutes? He is going to leave because he does 

not like the attention. He will come up with some excuse to get out of 

there (“I have to get up early for work tomorrow. Bye!). That is exactly 

what happens when we put the spotlight on hot numbers that are 

supposed to hit: they “leave”. They run away from us.   

Bottom line: Keep the numbers you are playing private. Do not tell 

anybody what numbers you are playing. AFTER you hit, you can tell 

everybody you won and even explain how you got the numbers.  
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